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International Workshop 

organised by the Department of Ecology, Faculty of Biology, Uni-

versity of Bielefeld 

sponsored by the BMFT/Bonn 

 

"Sustainable land-use in the arid 

Near East" 
 

- Present situation,  

future improvement and  

future projects in  

interdisciplinary science and development - 

 

on 

 

--  agriculture and irrigation  -- 

--  water management  -- 

--  afforestation   -- 

--  grazing  -- 

--  landuse and erosion  -- 

--  nature protection  -- 
 

participants: 
     Egyptians, Germans, Israelians, Jordanians, Palestinians 

 

 

Date: 

28. - 30. November 1994 
 

Locality: 
Zentrum für interdisziplinäre Forschung (ZiF) 

(Center for Interdisciplinary Research) 
Am Wellenberg 

Universität Bielefeld 
D-33501 Bielefeld 

 
 
 
 

More information from the Organiser: 
Department of Ecology 

POBox 100131 
D-33501 Bielefeld 

Tel: xx49-521-106-5524, -5537 
Fax: xx49-521-106-2963 

E-Mail: abt3@hrz.uni-bielefeld.de 
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Internationaler workshop über  
"Nachhaltige Landnutzung in ariden Gebieten des Nahen Ostens"  

"Sustainable land-use in the arid Near East" 
 
 

Prof. Dr. S.-W.Breckle 
Abteilung Ökologie 
Fakultät für Biologie 
Universität Bielefeld 

 
 

Zeitraum: 28. - 30. Nov. 1994 
im Zentrum für Interdispl. Forschung (ZiF) 

 
 

Kurzbeschreibung  
 
Im Vorderen Orient, diesem uralten Kulturraum, bestehen erhebliche Probleme der Landnutzung. Sie 
äußern sich u.a. in einer bedrohlichen Erosionsrate (Sandverfrachtung, Bodenverluste), in Versalzung 
der ackerbaulichen Nutzflächen, in existentiellen Produktionsrückgängen der zunehmend devastierten 
Weideflächen und in Stagnation und Feuerkatastrophen der Forst- und Restwaldflächen. Die Probleme 
sind im gesamten palästinensischen Trockenraum und in den Nachbarländern Jordanien und Ägypten 
gleichermaßen ausgeprägt. Aus der Sicht einer zukünftigen wissenschaftlichen Zusammenarbeit auf 
internationaler und interdisziplinärer Basis versucht der workshop die jeweiligen Spezialisten der betrof-
fenen Länder auf neutraler Basis zu einer konstruktiven Diskussionsrunde zusammenzubringen, um 
damit den Anstoß zu geben für zukünftige gemeinsame Forschungs- und Entwicklungsprojekte zur 
schnellstens erforderlichen Lösung der dringlichsten Aufgaben auf dem Umwelt- und Landnutzungs-
sektor. Aufgrund der Kontakte der Abteilung Ökologie zu den verschiedenen Arbeitsgruppen kann im 
Rahmen dieses workshops ein wichtiger und vermittelnder Anstoß zur Zusammenarbeit gegeben 
werden. 
Die Formulierung möglicher zukünftiger gemeinsamer (internationaler und interdisziplinärer) 
Forschungs-Projekte ist eine der Zielsetzungen dieses workshops. Darüberhinaus wird das gemeinsame 
Diskutieren dazu führen sich besser kennenzulernen und auch später die Möglichkeit der gegenseitigen 
Information besser zu nutzen. 
Auch auf der unteren Ebene, bei der Forschungszusammenarbeit der Wissenschaftler spielt der Friedens-
prozess eine wichtige Rolle; es besteht dabei eine wichtige Wechselwirkung mit möglichen besseren 
Rahmenbedingungen. 
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Workshop: "Sustainable land-use in the arid Near East" 
 
with 3 sessions :  
 A) present land-use situation 
 B) ideas for future improvements from the scientific side 
 C) future jount projects on interdisciplinary science and development for a better sustainable land-

use in the arid Near East 
and 6 topics: 
 1 --  agriculture and irrigation  -- 

 2 --  water management  -- 

 3 --  afforestation   -- 

 4 --  grazing  -- 

 5 --  landuse and erosion  -- 

 6 --  nature protection  -- 

language for the workshop:   English 

 

  Programme  :  

Monday, 28. November 1994 

 
10.15h opening remarks  

 

First session: "present land-use situation" 

10.30h introductory remarks 

10.40h Dr. Avi Perevolotsky, Volcani Center, Bet Dagan: 

  "Natural Conservation, Reclamation and Livestock Grazing in semi-arid 

Ecosystems in Israel: Antagonism or Coupling?"  

11.10h discussion 

11.40h Prof. Dr. Kamal H. Batanouny, Fac. of Science, Cairo University: 

  "The Impact of War Activities on the Arid Land Ecosystem in Irak, Kuwait and 

Saudi Arabia" 

12.20h discussion 

12.30h break for lunch (IBZ-Restaurant) 

  [[[ 14.15h deleted: Ghassan Azizeh, Applied Research Institute of Jerusalem, 

Betlehem: "Land Use in Palestine"]]] 

14.40h continued discussion 

14.50h Dr. Marvan Hassan, Dept. of Geography, University of Britisch Columbia, Van-

couver: "Dispersion of fluvial Sediment and Contaminants in arid Streams"    

15.20h final discussion and roundtable talk on the first session "present land-use situation" 

15.45h coffee-break    

 

Second session: "ideas for future improvements from the scientific side" 

16.15h introductory remarks 

16.20h Prof. Hanoch Lavee, Dept. of Geography, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan: "Soil 

- Vegetation - Erosion Relations along a Climate Gradient in the Near- East" 

16.55h discussion 

17.30h Prof. Dr. Sumaya Ferhat-Naser, Fac. of Science, Bir Zeit University, Bir Zeit: 

examples of some of the 6 topics, as seen from the Palestinean side  

18.00h discussion and final discussion and remarks from the other countries 

19.00h  joint dinner (IBZ-Restaurant) 
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Tuesday, 29. November 1994 
 
Third Session:"Future interdisciplinary joint projects in science and for development" 

9.15h introductory remarks 

9.20h Prof.Dr.Dan Cohen: "Prospects and Potential for Ecological, Hydrological and 

Land Use Measurements, Modelling and Predictions in Arid Ecosystems, 

using Hgh Resolution Remote Seensing Data" 

9.55h  discussion 

10.25h Dr. Uri Shani, Arava Research Station, Yotvata: 

  the Israeli know-how and man-power for joint scientific projects 

11.10h discussion 

11.20h coffee-break 

  [[[11.50h deleted: Dr. Awni Taimeh, Soil and Irrigation Dept., University of 

Jordan: "Management of Arid / Semiarid Regions of Jordan - An Integrated 

Approach"]]] 

11.50h  Simon Berkowicz, AERC, Jerusalem: The Arid Ecosystems Research Center at 

he Hebrew University, as an institution for interdisciplinary research 

12.20h Prof.Dr.R.Bornkamm, Berlin: Ecological research in deserts in Egypt 

12.35h discussion 

12.55h break for lunch (IBZ-Restaurant) 

14.30h Dr. Raouf A. Moustafa, Botany Dept., Fac. of Science, Suez Canal University: 

"Grazing and Plant Communities in south Sinai, Egypt" 

15.20h Prof. Dr. Irina Springnuel, Fac. of Science, University Aswan: 

  "Joint Scientific multydisciplinary research program in Upper Egypt, Aswan 

High Dam Lake Area"  

15.50h discussion 

16.10h coffee-break / photographing    

16.45h Prof. Dr. Yoav Waisel, Botany Dept., Tel Aviv University:    

  "Past, Present and Future - the Israeli Interest in Joint Scientific Projects" 

17.10h discussion 

17.40h final discussion and roundtable talk on the third session, future joint projekcts, 

items and research groups 

18.30h concluding remarks 

19.30h reception by the Rector of the University of Bielefeld, Prof. Dr. Skowronek  

 

 

Wednesday, 30. November 1994 

 

9.30 - 13.00h"open door", visits at the university of Bielefeld, 

  Faculty of Biology and other institutions and/or:  

  short excursion to the forest sites (forest die-back) adjacent to "Peter auf'm 

Berge", west of Bielefeld, Teutoburger Wald 

 

13.00h break for lunch and closing of the workshop 

 

Afternoon: (optional)  "open door", visits at the university of Bielefeld, 

   Faculty of Biology and other institutions; city 
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lnternational Workshop

"Sustainable land-use in the arid Near East"

Abstracts

Prof. Dr. Kamal Batanor'lnY
Faculs of Science. Dept. of Ecoiogy, Oirector, Centre of environmental Research and Studies,
Cairo University, Giza
-The lmpact of War Activities'on the Arid Land Ecosystem in Kuwait,.lraq and
Saudi Arabia'

Prof. Dr. Dan Cohen
Director, Arid Ecosystem Research Center (AERC), The Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
Dept. of Evolution, Systematics and Ecology
"Measuring, Modeting and Predicting Ecologicat and Hydrological Procesies in
Arid Ecosystems, using High-Resolution Remote-Sensing Ecological and
Hydrological Measurements and High-Besolotion Radar".
- An Outline of an lnterdisciplinary Research Proposal -

Dr. Marwan Hassan
University of British Columbia, Dept. of Geomorphology, Vancouver
"Dispersion of Fluvial Sediment and Contaminants in Arid Streams".

Prof. Dr. Hanoch Lavee
Deot. of Geography, Bar-llan University, Ramat Gan
"Soil-Vegetation-Erosion Relations along a Climate Gradient in Arid and Semi-
Arid Regions in the Near East."

Dr. Avi Perevolotsky,
Dept. of Agronomy and Natural Recources, Agricultural Besearch Organization, The Volcani
Center, Bet Daoan
"Natural Conseruation, Reclamation and Livestock Grazing in semi-Arid
Ecosystems in lsrael: ,Antagonism or Coupling?"

Prof. Dr. lrina Springuel,
Faculw of Science in Aswan, Asiut University
"Joint Scientific, Multidisciplinary Research Program in Upper Egypt, Aswan
High Dam Lake Area"

Ahmad Hammad
Applied Besearch lnstitute of Jerusalem, Betlehem

"Land Use in Palestine "

Dr. Flaouf A. Moustafa
Botanv Depanment, Faculty of Science, Suez Canal University, lsmalia
"Grazing and plant communities in South Sinai, EgYpt"



:
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lnternational Workshop

"sustainable land-use in the arid Near East"

Prof. Dr. Kamal Batanouny
Faculty of Science, Dept. of Ecology. Director, Centre of environmental/ Research and Studies, Cairo University, Giza

"The lmpact of War Activities on the Arid Land EcosYstem in Kuwait, lrag and
Saudi Arabia"

The outbreak ofhostilities in the area occupied by the tkee counries had great effects on the

environment of these counties, with oil-well burning having the geatest impact. The
activilies that acted directly on the various components of the environmeDt in the region

(D Off-road vehicle traftic;
(tr) Camping and defensive construction;
(III) Desert Combat;

GV) Rocket shelling
(V) Military manoevers
(VI) Fallout of soot
(\/II) Oil Spills
(VIU) Desruction of factories, power plants and other constructions.

The impacts ofthese war activities on faun4 flora, soii productivity, frequency of sandstorms,
sand movement, soil salinizatiorl biodiversity, food chain and other componants of the
ecosystem will be discussed.

The effects on grazing land and agrrcuitural areas, water bodies and the soil in the three
countries will be shown with coloured slides, either on gound or from helicopter in the three
countries. The impact of the results of war activities on the arid land ecosystem in the
neighbouring countries of tbe Middle East would be discussed by the participants of the
Workshop.
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lnternational Workshop

'Sustainable land-use in the arid Near East'

Prof. Dr. Dan Cohen
Director, Arid Ecosystem Research Center (AERC), The Hebrew University

Jerusalem and Minerva Foundation
Dept. of Evolution, Systematics and Ecology

"Measuring, Modeling and Predicting Ecological and Hydrological Processes
Arid Ecosystems. using High-Resolution Remote-Sensing Ecological and

Hydrological Measurements and High-Resolution Radar".
- An Outline of an lnterdisciplinary Research Proposal -

tn

The survival, growth and reproduction of plants, and the overall primary
production in arid ecosystems, are determined mainly by the temporal and spatial
distnbution of soil moisture. ln highly and ecosystem plant growth occurs mainly
in patchy sites. where water is concentrated by local runoff. Modeling the
distribution of runoff and piant growth require therefore an integration of ratnfall
and runoff over a wide range of temporal and spatial scaies.

lam convinced that research, modeling, and predictions in ecosystems, can be
applied to the large areas in which they are needed, only by using and analysing
large amounts of detailed spatial and temporal information that can be collected
for large areas by remote sensing.
Differential Radiometry at the red wave length and the Near lnfrared wavelength
represents the amount of light absorbed by green leaves, and is a measure of
their biomass. Such methods have been used effectively for measuring the
regional and seasonal changes in green plant cover over large areas.

We need remote sensing measurehents of changes in the green plant biomass, at
a minimum spatial resolution of 1m, with apossibility of 1O cm or less, which is
the spatial scale of the hydrological and ecological processes in arid ecosystems,
where soil moisture is provided by localised U
runoff.

Application of Weather Radars to Rainfall Measurements: The proposed research
will use radar measurements to generate a high-resolution spatial and temporal
map of rainfall distribution over iarge areas.

Rainfall measurements over large areas are practical only with weather radars.
Recently, a method was developed at the Hebrew University to determine rainfall
intensity at a much higher accuracy over all scales. This opens possrbilitles for
applications that require accurate knowledge of the rain intensitres over large
areas, in high temporal (5 min) and spatial (1 km) resolution. lt is proposed to
estab'ish a regional radar network to monitor rainfall distribution over large areas,
test rigorously the performance against a network of recording rain gauges, and
use the detailed rainfall informations as input to a hydrological model of the
distribution of soil morsture change and runoff.

of



,12

ESTABLISHING A GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS)

A geographical information system (GlS) is a relatively new technology that
integrates spatiälly referenced data obtained from different sources of information
(e.9. maps. aerial photographs ect.) into a common data-base. lt also provides a

variety of tools and applications for analysing the relationship among the various
data sets.

Establishing such data-base is a necessary condition for analysing the
relationships among the variety of measured a-biotic and biotic variables.
lntegration of the data with a GIS will improve our ability to identify gaps in our
knowledge of the area, and to formulate needs for future projekts.

As a first step. I propose to establish a GIS for the AERC research stations, that
will combine available information f rom ecological and hydrological research,
vegetation maps, soil and topographic maps and the wind and rainfail
distributions.
High resolution radiometric air photograhy will provide measurements of the
changes in the vegetation and the distribution and movements of the mobile sand
during the season, and after particular storms. Such measurements over a large
area can be cärried out effectively only by airbone surveys. The information from
the aerial photography will be processed, analysed, and interpreted with the help
of the hydrological and ecological models developed in the GIS system.

We propose to ask for fundin§ for a pilot research progiam for 3 to 5 years, to
develope, test, and establish the methodology of combining rain radar
measurements, satellite remote sensing, high resolution aerial photography, with
GIS information processing, for identifying, measurig and analysing pafterns and
proces§trn the arid ecosystems represented by our research stations in Sde-Boker
and Nizzana. Ground measurements that are essential for calibrating and testing
the aerial measurements and the GIS interpretations, will be carried out in this
statrons.

We expect to be able to develope this methodology sufficiently well by the end of
the preliminary research period, so that we couid use it to describe, measure, and
predict the important pafterns and processes in a wide range of arid ecosystems
in lsrael.

At the same time, we shall make efforts to develope.ioint proiects for research of
arid ecosystems in other interested countries in the Near East, and in other parts
of the worid. This requires that representative ground will have to be established
and maintained in each arid ecosystem.
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lnternational Workshop

"Sustainable land-use in the arid Near East"

Dr. Marwan Hassan
University of British Columbia, Dept. of Geomorphology, Vancouver

"Dispersion of Fluviat Sediment and Contaminants in Arid Streams"

ConE.aminanEs such as herbicides, pescicides and
radioisoEopes can be aEEached t.o fluvial sedimenEs and move
as bedLoad during floods. Bedload parcicles are dispqrsed
raEher sloerly and poc.enE j-a11y hazardous conE,aminanEs E,haE
are aEEached may Eherefore remain in a river system for an
ext.ended period of cime. During sediment Eransporting evenE,s
bedload part.icles change Eheir longj.Eudinal and verEical
posiEion wiE.h respecE Eo Ehe channel bed. ParE,icles E,haE. are
buried during one evenE are conunonly reexposed during a
subsequenE evenE. Residence Eime largely depends on a
parE.icle r s locacion wichi.n che acEive layer and Ehe
hydrologlcal regj.me of t,he fluvial system. In arid and semi-
arid environmenEs, where many sEreams are ephemeraL,
residence E.i.mes are j-n general longer than in tsemperaEe or
cropical environmenE.s. Deepl-y buried parEicles have a
relatively Low chance of enE,rainmenE. and have longer
residence Eimes relaEive Eo more mobile materia] close Eo
t.he bed surface. The movemenE. of sedimenE is a sEochasEic
process and Ehe dispersion of bedLoad conE.aminanE,s wifl
E.herefore behave in a similar way.

This paper examines Ehe dj.spersion of bedload parEicles in
gravel-bed rivers using Eagged parEicfes. Emphasis is placed
on Ehe finer fraccions of the bedLoad which are Ehose sizes
mosts 1ike1y Eo carry Ehe highesE concenE.raE.ions of
conE,aminant.s. Field daEa show Ehat Ehe longi.EudinaL
EransporE of part,icles is largely independenE. of Ehej.r size,
and sErongly skewed with respecE Co distance. The
disEribuE.ion of disE.ance of movemenE. follows E.he EinsEein-
Hubbell-Sayre compound Poisson model or simple Gamma model
for sma1l displacements. The verE.ical movemenE 1s one of bi-
direcEional exchange, in which particles buried duri.ng a
given event. are, in a sEatist.i.cal sense, repJ-aced by oEher
parE.icles exposed from inside E.he act,ive layer during E.he
same evenE.. A one dimensi.onal modeL based on boEh field and
t.heoreEical consideraEions lrhich predict.s variaEions in Ehe
frequency of burial depths will- be presenEed. Discussion
wilL focus on Ehe implicacions of Ehese results for modeling
Ehe dispersion of conEaminanEs in f1uvial. sedimenE,s in
deserE environmenEs. The sEochasEic model of fluvial
sedimenE EransporE being developed is al-so of value in
estimaE.ing reservoi:: sedimenrarion rac.es.

KEY WORDS: RIVERS - EROSION - WATER RESOLIRCES - RESERVOIRS-
CONTAIV1INANTS
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- International WorkshoP

"sustainable land-use in the arid Near East"

Prof . Dr. Hanoch Lavee
Dept. of Geography, Bar-llan University, Ramat Gan

,,soil-vegetation-Erosion Relations along a ctimate Gradient in Arid and semi'
Arid Regions in the Near East. "

The rel ationships between cl imate, soi I and vegetation
properties which. influence erosion and desertifjcation
processes are i nvesti gated at seven s i tes a long a
cl imatological gradient running from the Judean Mountains
(averaoe 'annual rainfalI 620-mm: averaqe annual temDerature
iZoC) in the west to the Dead Sea' (6veräge annual iainfall
80 mrir; average annual temperature 23uC) ii the east.At three of the sites - representative of Mediterranean,
semi -ari d and arid c'l imates - radi ometri c measurments were
taken and reference experimental plots have been established,
each containing three runoff plots with overland flow and
sediment col lectors, raingages, temperature probes and gypsum
blocks for soiI moisture measurments. These instruments were
alI attached to a data Iogger.At all sites, vegetation cover, species and diversity were
measured in the field and soii sampies were taken at three
month i nterval s for l aboratory analyses of mechani cal ,
chemical and biological properties and äggregation processes.
Using radiometric measurments and Landsat TM images, modelsrelating muitjspectral reflectance combinations to
envi ronmental parameters have been developed. Spatial
variations of stone cover were detected and a vegetati on
cover map was produced.
Analyses of soil properties such as 1iquid limit, organic
matter content, el ectri cal conducti vi ty and aggregate

. distni bution, älI indicate spatia1 and säasonal variätiöns'' Iträ 
-soi 

i 
-s 

lä6i I itv aiöng-iha ai i;ati c-öiaäiänI aäcrÄäsäi iiö,ir
west to east and also changes duri ng the year. The total
number of plant species anä vegetatiön cover-percentage both
decrease from west to east, and the species diversity is
highest in the semi-arid area.

An interesting feature that was found for several vegetation
and soil properties is the existance of a threshold in the
semi-arid region at 300-350 mm of annual rainfall zone.

The response of !he water behavi our (runoff, i nfi I trati on,
evaporati on and soj l moi sture) to rai nfal I vari es al ong the
cl imatjc gradient. In the Mediterranean area the reaction is
I ow magni tude and conti nuous; the system seems to be
control I ed by the so; 1 properti es. As ari di ty increases the
rainfal I characteristics control the system, the reaction
becomes more di scont'i nuous and of hi gheri ntens j ty; the
buffer capöcity of the system decreäses and so döes i ts
stabilitv.
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lnternational WorkshoP

"Sustainable land-use in the arid Near East"

Dr. Avi PerevolotskY.

Dept. of Agronomy. and Natural Becources' Agricultural Research Organization'

The olcani Center

"Naturat Conservation, Reclamation and Livestock Grazing in semi-Arid

EcosYstems in lsrael: Antagonism or Coupling?"

This paper cxamines thc relatioships betwcen conservation or
reclarnation and livestock grazing. Tladitionaly, livestock were
considered as s threat to the success of both these ecological
activities. We introduce thc notion of Grazing Detelmined Systems
(GDS) and clairn that in the Old World, especially in the Near East,
grazing is at prescnt an indispensible part of the so-called natural
ecosystem and therefore;
l. Conscr-vation in Old World GDS should rciate. at least on some

spatial scalc, to the grazed formation, as essential objective. It is,
after a[[, the 'most natural' situation left. Howevcr. preserving
this state implics kecping the prevaiiing grazing regime or an
ecologicaI eclrrivalent.

2. At the present state, grazing afld even heavy temporal grazing,
as has been practiced uadirionally, doest not seem to induce
significant degradatiou in CDS. These systcnrs seetn ro be
adaptive to such land uso.

3. Clairns of overglazing i\nd resource degrodation, undet the
above conditions, ale a priori suspicious, and shoulci be
substantiatcd professionally rarher than manipulated polirically.
4. Environmental factors suöh as soil moisture and nutrient

availability seem !o be morc significant in determining
vcgetatiye cornmunity features (species composition, primary
production) than grazing irnpact.

5. .Detailed long-rerm srudies on ecological processes fotlowing
grazing exclusion should be conducted in order to detcrminc thc
outcome of n no-grazing conservation policy. Decisions should be
based on these findings and not on the belief that "nature rvill
take care of itsclf" (once rlre livestock are removcd).

6. Developnrent and conservarion in GDS should take into
consideratiou thc role of grazing in nrolding thc existing natural
systerlr and ptovide managernent solutions for the outconre of
livcstock exc lusion.
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International Workshop

"Sustainable land-use in the arid Near East"

Prof. Dr. lrina Springuel,
Faculty of Science in Aswan, Asiut University

"Joint Scientific, Multidisciplinary Research Program in Upper Egypt, Aswan
High Dam Lake Area"

Abstract
The total land area of Egypt is 9.545.000 heaares, of which 96. 943.000 hectares arc

desert land. Orny 3.15% of thc land surface is cultivate( mostly in the Nrle valley and

Delt4 and much of this is already cultivated at the near maximum level of intensiry. The

Aswan Hgh Dam l:ke shoreline offers an alternative to the cutrcnt Nrle Delta

reclamation program.
A multidisciplirury team from the Unit ol Environmental Studies and Development,

Aswan Branch of Assiut University is angaged on a multidisciplinary researcb program

for sustainable nunagement and conservation of natural resources of a marginal zone of
the lake and s.rrouoding descrt. Wadi Allaqi, is the largest wadi of the southern part of
Eastern Desert of Egypt which drains to the Iske was seleaed as the region for !n süu
rqsearch. The whole Wadi Allaqi basin is a conservation area by the Egyptian Prime
Minister's declaration and a Biosphere Reserve within the UNESCO Man and Biosphere
prografiL
The ongoing rescarch prograrn in Wadi Allaqi in cooperation with scientists &om
differeat countries has rcvealed considerable economic poteotial, i.e. The availability of
good quaüty lake water, occurrence of ground water, enrichment of soil fenility, rich
vegetation producing a large biomass, rich fauna diversity and human population
comprising four oaiu groups: ( nomadic tribespeople in surrounding descrt, Eshcrmen on
the [:ke, farmers on the shores, laborers for minings in the desen).
The use and managcmant of these resourca to meet the criteria of sustainable
development is a very complicatcd process due to high instability aod wlnerability of the
ecosystem i.e. The large and unprediaable fluctuation of water level in the lake has

discouraged any srstainabie agriarltural development. Close to the shore of the lake the
soü moisnrre content is high but periods of land exposure in different years could be

insufrcient for crops to trurture for hawesting. On the other han{ the long orpo*re
periods leads to quick decline ofsoil moisfi:re and hence to crop failue.
Proposed collaboration for sustainable development, land use and consewation of natural
resources could fulfll the following zubjeca:
- Rangeland and livestock man€ement. Expected benefits would be: l.- recovery of
vegetadon cover over a vast regiorL thus reducing erosion air and water pollution, 2.-
more balanced and sustainable livestock industry, 3 - better social and economic
conditions for those using this vast area.

- Economic forestry ( qrltivation of economically imponant indigenous desen plants srch
as Acacia and Balanites) which would complement the pastoral sysem. This would
consider all environmental degradation problems that could be ameliorated by
afforestation in arid lands.
- Cultivation of medicinal plants and novel uses of plants as altcmative to crop
production.
- Germplasm for Arid l,ands , mablishing of living colleaion of economically imponant
plants for arid lands.
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lnternational Workshop

"Sustainable land-use in the arid Near East"

Ahmad Hammad
Applied Research lnstitute of Jerusalem, Eetlehem

"Land Use in Palestine "

Abstrac!

The west BanX wilt conprise lhe majority of the territory naking
up the Palest.inian sEaee. Houever, this ]and has suffered in the
Iäst zz years from Jewish sectlenent, restrictions on Palestinian
access to its natural resources, and, as a result, Iac)< of
planning by Palestinians in devel-oPnent and land use.

Jeuish settlement has not only meant the exproprialion of land
for housing, but also for roads and agriculturei. Furthernore, it
has neant the degradation of west Bank \"rater resources through
the digging of deep welIs to serve settler ruater needs,

Large tracls of land have also been closed off either for reasons
of creating military or security areas / or for the purpose of
creating natural reserves, some of rrrhich häve been justified, but
sone of which later have been reclassified co al,]ow Jewish
settlenent. In any case, these, along vith permit regulations
designed to limit, developnent, have restricted both palestinian
access to the land and power to make decj,slons about its
management and use.

Even beyond the occupation, however, current palestinian land
use is not, in the long term, sustai.nable. For instance, bul. It
up Palestinian areas are located on and expandinq into valuable
agricultural land. Likewise, wj.thout significant rethinking of
the traditional livestock management patterns, the Eastern Slopes
region of the West Bank is in savere danger of t'urther
degradation and loss of biodiversity.
Through the use or modern technologies such as ceographj,c
Inforrnation Systens and satellite imagery, si.gnif j,cant
opportunities exist for joint prograns to :-ecognize the trends in
current land use anci correct them for a more sustainable future.
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lnternationai Workshop

"sustainabie lanci-use in the arici Near East"

Dr. Raouf A. Moustafa
Botany Depanment, Faculty of Science, Suez Canal Univerisity, lsmailia

"Grazing and plant communities in South Sinai, EgYpt"

Frorltclcally, che 5lBal pealneula 18 represenEod by tour EÄ1nr
i, togcographical cborot)T)cs Saharo-Arabiau, Irano-I\r,ratrlatr,
9uda$1an, and Medigerratrea:r, Th€ southera §1nai is cbaracterized
by uoique veg€taEiotr due to lEs geoaorphologlcal lor:datioa8 aBd
c1lurÄtic variatloas along alt,lEudlaal gradj.eate (850-2641 D). lhe
inpcct of &^aa and bis doacgtic aalaalg 1s con8 j,derable ia tbis Blea
äDd threatea t,he ptan! life ia differese foti3ts ao,d DAry placea. fD
galcral, hulrat.r .al sloanageDen E 1g clus1!g tbe deEeriorätioD o!
leturäl resources lacludIog vegetatloo.
Our DoElvaEloa lor studylug the grazlng plobtesrs ig due !o four
reasoas: (1) DlsappearaEce of paslurer ,IaEt couItunit,i€8, rare
apeciea, and endenic apecice; (2) DonlElei.ng ea!.y wadis aod ri.dge
babibaEs by gure courn,tnities of uagrazed plaucs such as Artenlslajudica, and Fagon)a noL7is; (3) DererioraEioD lbe oalure o! soil
aurtace,. aad (4) Reducj.Dg tbe total plan! cover perceDtage. Th6
atudy lucluded quaD,titative vegcta!,iou aaalysls of forly aeveo.rt.nd8 srbich ale leprasetrEing ebe oaln b,abj,tatg ia lhe B Uudy area.

.ach slasd, cover percetrt, aD,d es,viroallea!,a1 !actora (elevatior1,
s cpe, exposure, oature of 60i1 surface, aBd soll textura) have
been meagured. The gfaziag degree hes been ncaBur6d in eacb ataod
based on grazing iadex whlch lnctude Ebe Du&Der of v16lEg by
aaioale during' differenE geasoas, the Dullb er af aElBaIs a!d, cbcir
kinde and uhe raEe of, cutt,iDg asrd uproollDg by bedouj.ns.
fbe data aoalysee were done by !Iorlstlc clagBificatioa uaiag
IWINSPAN t.hen folLowed. by tRterpreBaElon the v§g:cta!1oB daEa in
relatloa to the cBvitooaental factore Bcasured, uslng. ordiaaEion.nalysls ( CAIIOCO) , The classlficat:oa aBalysls groupcd rbe
vegetat,io» da!ä ilr E,o .geven srlla coEsutllcles as lollowg: Arcerrjsja
incuTta- Tanacetu sant:oliaoides, Phl.omJs aurea- ?eucri urn pilosum,
:reucrjurn piTosum-'1'arlaceüum sa.? tol jnoictes, Artelnis ia lncul{a- ZiTla
spinoea, PegatTum hatma.]-a t Fagonja mol]jg-AlkaEna otientaTis, aad
Fagonia molljs - 2177a spiaosa. The d€nonerraEloa by CÄNOCO sbosed
Uhat the distributios of t,he sp€cles and the Btaads are bighlycorrelated to the followiag fecEors: boulders aad sloaeg, cobbl.s
ead grravels, grazlag lEdex, palBtable/uopalaiable value, aoisture,

rvatlon and solI Cexture lropert,ie8 (f tD,e Eand aad coarga s aDd,
lract1on6).
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Obstacles to Laud Use aad Forestatlon in the west Baok

Sumaya Ferhat - Naser
Birzeit University
Box 14, Birzeit
West-Bank

Large areas of the West Bank ars bare and face gevere ocologi€al
problems, These problems are strongly rslated to the statu§ of the region
being under mllltary occupation for almost one third of a century. The land
has been deserted by its people due to the following factors:
r Thousands of Palestinians have been deprived the right of livlng ln thelr

homeland and hav6 therefore been prevented from cultivating their soil
or reclaiming their tand

. The failure of agrlculture ln tho West Bank to securs a living, the
absence of compr€hensive planning and governmental suPPort, and
restrictions imposed by military policy , have shified human resources
from agriculture in the West Bank lo agriculture, services and
construction works in lsrael.

. This shlftlng ln employment reduced the human r€sources involved in
agriculturo to ono thlrd of the ratio thirty years ago.

. Land conflscatlon and closuro and uprooting of,thousande of troes
reduced the land available for the Palestinian people to become only
about 30o/o of the West Bank land included the inhabited area.

The prevailing political situation with no natlonal govemment led to the
stagnation of the plannlng and developmgnt of agriculture and natlonal
resourcos. The native natural landscape has changed nogatively. Largo
areas of lands, whlch have been cultlvated o. could be cultivated, were
confiscated and radically transferred into uöan areas by lsraeli settlement-
building activities. The planning policy hae been devoted to achlevlng
lsraeli political interests, contradicting the vital interests of the Palostinian
people. This fact and with the absence of law and order, has brought
about ths failure to protect and rcnew cultivated plants. ln addltlon,
overgrazing in semi.humld areas and intensive cultivation in certaln
areas, coupled with inapproPrlate land use, accelerated the problom-
Consequently, thls has eroded agricultural prcduction potential, leading
to a dependence upon imported agricultural and wood products. Thls ln
tum has limited the agricultural source of lncome and thus has lncreased
unemployment and the migratlon of manpower to forelgn developnlental
work, particularly because eamlngs in lsrael are double these in the W€at
Bank, while the cost of living ln lsrael and the West Bank is the samo.
Moreover, the negligence of terracss, the desertion of agricultural work
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and the dogradatlon of vegetation cover trem€ndously in"ru.""a 
"oiterosion, which is promoted by seml-arid climatic conditlons . The result is

a dscrea6e in water retentlon capacity. The clanger of dasertification is a
real concem. The decrease ln foreet and grazing areas may lead to
insufficient fodder supply and uncontrolled grazing.

The West Bank comprisas very few natural rss€ryations, which have been
established in the twenties and flftle6 as part of govemmental plan for
forestation. Over the tast thirly years, the caring for nature wae totally
absent, as the polltlcal events exploltad the thinking and orientatlon of llfe
under occupatlon, There wa8 no room for environmental conslderations
when the cause of survlval was in doubt- A real problem does erlst glnce
consciouaness for environmental problems waa and is totally abaent in
the minds of people and in the policy of the responsible mllltary authority
of occupatlon. No attempts have been made to detect and define the
problems in order to 3et up possible solutlons. Politlcal rBgulatlons
prevented any environmcntal development. lt ls Imperatlve to raveal the
link between a developmental appt'oach and environmental considerations
and to conceive of th6 facts that environmentat protection is part of the
politics which dictate quality of llfe and tho possibility of survival. The
right of the Palestinians to legislate , to plan and to exocuto, constitute th€
baslc conditions to €nrblo them tackle the Eccumulatlng envlronmontal
problems,

The awareners to aflorostation is not only absent but is usually fought or
resi3ted because people do not recognlze the role of forsstg and the
importance of native vegetatlon ln malntahlng the balance of nature and
in raviving biodiver:ity and natural retources. The orlentatlon ls usually
towards planting uceful plants, which alone are wodh to occupy the soll.
Thls assumption ia based on the material eaming of harvested useful
products since available land for cultivation is limited and securing a
livlng has priority. ln addition , people consider natural vcgetation as a
natural rosorvoir for grazing and for the supply of wood for fire.

It is imperative to eatablish Es top priori§ the ecological atability of the
region in any polltlcal and devolopmsntal conslderätlons. Thls stablllty
can be attalned through lmproved tralnlng ln forestry, while at the same
time eetablirhing a compreheneive environm€ntal €ducation and
consciousness raising campaigns making thern obligatory in schools and
popular organizations and at sites of activities ,Natural raseryatlons must
occupy their appropriate portion and site in the landscape . lmProYed
vegetation cover would make forests and pasture areas available, and
could improve soil. and wster retontaon capacity, whlch ln turn Promotes
agricultural productivi§. The incentives for work ln agriculture would then
be raised and, thus, alternatlve sources of incoma created. Land
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reciamatlon would b€come a goal op€nlng the posslbility for land
preparation, terraces building and road construction. Controlled grazing
would mean cultivation of fodder plants and this ln turn would lntroduce
additional land reclamation improving animal reaources.

Any att€mpts to croate natural reservations must b6 an enforced plan by
tho govsrnment ln order to achieve success. lmproving tralnlng
opportunities in forestry at univorslties contributes to the institutional
strangthening of the gelf.help capacl§ of local communitiee and uaes the
students as multipliers. The lntention must also be to encourage womon
to participate in afforestatlon activilica, almlng at manifesting tha lntegral
role of womsn in socio-economic d€velopment. An arboretum or natural
reservation providcs educational and research resources and lmprovas
awar€ness for cnvlronmental protection and ecologlcal consid€rations. In
the long run, the chance of making a contribution towards rehabilitating
degraded water catchment aroat through forestry measures ls prepared.
The conceptual approEch towards afforestation must be based on the us€
ofauthochtonic tree speclgs and plants indigenous to Palestlne, and to the
re-introduce of speciea which had domlnated the landscape for long
periods but are now dlsappearing from the reglon. The lntegration of these
spocies into socially accepted forms of land use can contribute towards
a long term ecological rehabilltatlon of karstic ritea, as well as towards
preserving specles vari€tieE . Thc promotlon of lndlgenous speciee
minimizes expenslve and onvironmentally destructlve plant protection
measurcs. Mort over, the cultural asgociation between human belnge and
their native landscape is a powerful bond that should not only be
recognized, but strongly re-enforced.
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Introduction
Livestock grazing is viewed as a gross intervention that

threatens the structure and function of natural ecosystems. It is

argued that such activity may cause soil compacting and
deformation, result in vegetation removal and modification,

' increase runoff and soil erosion, export minerals from the system,
and contribute to climatic changes on both micro- and macro-
levels. It is not surprising, therefore, to find in a recent text on
environmental issues that "plowing and pastoralism are
responsible for many of our most serious environmental
problems..." (Goudie, 1990).

The negative consequences to the environment associated with
livestock raising have been emphasized, and perhaps over-
emphasized, in the last decade, especially in the context of the
New World (western USA, Australia). However, the fact that in the
Old World pastoralism has been part of traditional economy and a

prevailing human activity over extensive areas during thousands
of years, and as such plays a significant ecological role, is ignored.
Th

The following discussion focuses on prevailing misconceptions
of the ecological relationships between livestock grazing and
natural vegetative communities that have led to presumably
wrong management decisions. Consequently, the role of grazing in
the sustainable management of natural ecosystems in the Old
World has been ignored or denied. This discussion draws
primarily on observations and studies conducted in the northern
semi-arid Negev desert of Israel.

Grazing-Determined §ystems (GDS)
In the 1970s it was comrnon in ecology to define ecosystems

on the basis of their principal driving force: a water-controlled
ecosystem in arid climates (Noy-Meir, 1973) or a fire-determined
ecosystem in Mediterranean climates (Naveh, 7914). Later it was
realized that the complexity of most ecosystems requires a

multivariate approach (Naveh, 1984). Nevertheless, I find it useful
to define the semi-arid ecosystems of the Old World as a grazing-
determined system. The practice of a pastoral economy in these
ecosystems over thousands of years has, most certainly, modified
them so profoundly that livestock grazing has become one of their
principal ecological driving forces. Livestock grazing is obviously
not exclusive in its impact on semi-arid ecosystems: variable and
unpredictable precipitation regimes and a limited amount of
nutrients in the soil are also major factors in determining features
of the dry ecosystems (Noy-Meir, 1985). Similarly, the structure
and function of arid and semi-arid savanna ecosystem are
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determined by a combined effect of soil moisture, soil nutrients,
fire and herbivory (Walker, 1987).

Most ecosystems in the Levant have evolved over a long
period (-7,000 years) of vinually continuous impact of grazing by
domesticated livestock, and its associated man-made disturbances
(Noy-Meir and Seligman, 1979; Zohary, 1983). In the Sinai and
Negev regions, socio-economic symbiotic-dimorphic relationships
between desert pastoralism and semi-arid dry agriculture have
created a stable subsistence model over thousands years of
archaeological history (Finkelstein and Perevolotsky, 1990). Such
grazing took place during long periods and over an extensive area.
Consequently, many of the present ecological features: community
structure, soil cover, nutrient status and cycling, to name only a
few, have evolved under the impact of grazing livestock.

Nothing in this argument is intended to deny the fact that
grazing has had a significant effect on the ecosystem, or that if
grazing had been excluded, another significant change would have
occurred in the structure or function of the vegetative community.
The literature is full of examples of substantial changes in the
veBetation of rangelands following the exclusion or control of
grazing (McNaughton, 1979: Vickery, 1981; Floret, 1981; Noy-
Meir, 1990; Ayyad et al., 1990; Huntly, 1991; Skarpe, 1991).

The point to be stressed here, although difficult to be
quantified, is that grazing-determined systems had undergone
substantial changes, in various aspects, after the period of
livestock domestication 8,000-7,000 years ago and, especially,
during the development of the pastoral mode of subsistence.
Zohary (1983:290-291) expressed the effect of the newly
domesticated livestock on natural ecosystems in a rather vivid,
though weakly supported, manner: "thousands of species have
disappeared from the scene before they could become known to
science.... Enormous areas of grazed lands lost their palatabie
plants and became altogether deprived of their grazing potentials.
These are now vegetated by plant communities dominated by
antipastoral, stubborn and highly aggressive plants."

Ecologically speaking, the impact of the pastoral economy on
the dry ecosystem can be considered as an example of the 'state
and transition model' (Westoby et al., 1989). Under the premise of
this model rangeland vegetation may appear in a variety of
discrete 'states' while various 'transitions' may drive it from one
state to another. Transitions may be triggered by either natural or
anthropogenic causes. In this sense, domestibation and the
initiation of pastoral activity may have caused a drastic transition
from a previous 'undisturbed' or less disturbed natural ecological
state to a disturbed state with "an alternative !ess naturall stable
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vegetation state". It is most likely that the ecosystem-level
changes imposed by the continuous disturbance (pastoral activity)
diove the system over a threshold with Iittle probability for
turning back, as proposed by the 'state and threshold model'
developed to deal with ecological disturbances (Holling, 1973) and

' adopted by range scientists (Friedel, 1991; Laycock, 1991) to
describe grazing impact on rangeland vegetation. In other words,

' a drastic (and, most certainly, irreversible) change in the
ecosystem accompanied the appearance of pastoral societies in
much of the semi-arid and arid Old World. Similar argumentation
is used by Laycock, Friedel and Westoby and his colleagues in
order to explain significant changes in vegetation formation,
composition and productivity as a result of human impact
(grazing, fire prevention) in the New World, where relatively
heavy grazing by domesticated Iivestock was introduced 400
years ago to ecosystems exposed previously only to light wildlife
herbivory.

In the northern Negev, small-ruminant pastoralism has been
practiced as a dominant and organized mode of subsistence
starting in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B Period (almost 8000 years
ago - Avner et al., 1994; Finkelstein and Perevolotsky, 1990) and
continuing, with minor modifications, until a few decades ago.
Obviously, we are not able to reconstruct the actual human impact
of any historical or archaeological period, however, it seems that
the continuity of the impact within the context bf a harsh
environment should have significantly affected the vegetation
community. Moreover, till the domestication of the camel, at the
end of the 2nd millennium BC, pastoralism in the Levant was only
semi-nomadic or enclosed nomadic, meaning that only a limited
movement of humans and iivestock was practiced (Rowton, 1974;
Khazanov, 1984). Consequently, the pastoralist practice took place,
over mellenia, on a rather limited space. So, even if the actual
grazing pressure was not very high (in modern terms), its
persistence was high and its overall impact - very significant.

As far as grazing impact is concerned, the. drastic changes
imposed on Bedouin pastoralism in the second half of the 20th
century through the incorporation into a the modern, capitalistic
Israeli society, made Iittle difference on the livestock impact on
the environment. It is true that the Bedouin long-term migration
was replaced by heavy grain supplementation during the winter
and Bedouin were excluded from some traditional grazing
territories that became military training areas or intensively
cultivated. But, on the other hand, water is available now almost
everywhere, stubble and other sources of fodder are readily
available in the close proximity, access to veterinary care is easy
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and the market is usually good (Ginguld, 1994). As a result,
grazing pressure on remaining rangeland is still quite high.

The ecological scenario following the domestication of livestock
and the development of pastoralism can be summarized as

fol lows:
a. Natural pre-pastoral vegetation climax and primary

successioDal processes have long disappeared, over extensive
regions and beyond any possibility of reconstruction.

b. A vegetative community, well adapted to grazing, became
dominant in the grazing-determined systems.

c. Despite heavy use, the system is stable and resilient
(sustainable!), though it may be less productive than the
original one.

In traditional African pastoral groups, the Iivestock
populations appeared to be in a non-equilibrium but persistent
state (Ellis and Swift, 1988), while the pastures they use seemed
to be stable at a low equilibrium level sensa Noy-Meir (1975). The
livestock productivity in this system is, however, below maximal
values.

The above contention does not, in any way, imply an approval
for future abuse of the semi-arid ecosystems. Heavy grazing
pressure may cause undesirable changes, and even irreversible
damage to the ecosystem. However, later I will claim that many of
the accusations concerning resource degradation in traditional
pastoral systems are not substantiated. My claim is that grazing-
determined systems are quite adapted or resilient to livestock
grazing, due to a long mutualistic evolution, but it does not mean
that they can sustain any degree of disturbance (defined hereby
sensa Grime, 1979 as mechanisms that limit plant biomass by
causing its partial or total destruction). The 'red line' separating
use and abuse in grazing-determined systems should be
determined professionally and since such guidelines are not
available, it remains a challenge for the new generation of experts.

Moreover, applying one of the criteria of sustainability - long-
term independent persistence - will clearly reveal that both the
biological and human components of grazing-determined systems
have survived for a long period of time (thousands of years) and
through severe environmental fluctuations, obviously indicating
high sustainability (or whatever the accepted definition of this
ambiguous term will finally be - Brklacich et al., 1991). Whether
modern conservation or development programs, under similar
environmental conditions, will be as successful and sustainable, is
yet to be shown.
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Co-nclus toos

Some interesting conclusions that seem partly to contradict the
conventional wisdom, can be drawn from the above discussion:
I . Conservation in Old World grazing-dete rmined systems should

relate, at least on some spatial scale, to the grazed formation, as

essential objective. It is, after all, the 'most natural' situation left.
However, preserving this state implies keeping the prevailing
grazing regime or an ecological equivalent.

2. At the present state, grazing and even heavy temporal grazing,
as has been practiced traditionally, does not seem to induce an

on-going degradation in grazing-determined systems. These
systems seem to be adaptive to such land use.

3. Claims of overgrazing and resource degradation under the
above conditions are a priori suspect, and should be
substantiated professionally rather than manipulated politically.

4. Environmental factors of grazing-determined systems, such as

soil moisture and nutrient availability, seem to be more
significant in determining vegetative community features
(species composition, primary production) than grazing impact.

5. Detailed long-term studies of ecological processes following
grazing exclusion should be conducted to determine the outcome
of a no-grazing conservation policy. Decisions should be based on
these findings and not on the belief that "nature will take care of
itself" (once the livestock are removed).

6. Development and conservation in grazing-determined systems
should take into consideration the role of grazing in molding the
existing natural system and provide management solutions for
the outcome of livestock exclusion.
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Introduction

Contamrnants such as herbicides, pesticides and radioisotopes can be aüached

to fluvral sediments and move as bedload during floods. Bedload panicles are

dispersed rather slowty and potentially ha"ardous contaminans that are anached may

therefore remain in a river system for an extended penod of time. Dunng sediment

transporting events, bedload panicles change their longitudinal and venical position

with respect to the channel bed (Schick et al., 1987). Panicles that are buned during

one event are commonly re-exposed during a subsequent one (Hassan, 1993).

Residence time largely depends on a panicle's locadon wlthin the active layer and the

hydrological regime of the fluvial svstem. In and and semi-arid environments, where

manv streams are ephemeral, residence times are in seneral longer than in temperate

or tropical environmen§. Deeplv buried particles have a relatively low chance ol

enrainment and have longer residence times than the more mobile materiai close to

the bed surface. Macklin and Klimek 11992) estimated that the residence dme ot'toxic

heavy metals in alluvial sediment to be in the order of l0:-l0j years. Remobilization

of stored sediment and contaminants may have serious effects on river biota (Karbe.

1988) and the qualiry ofsurface and ground water (Forsmer, 1989). The movement ol

sediment is a stochastic process and the dispersion ofbedload contaminans will

therefore behave in a similar wav.

Desen tloods are infrequent and short lived. Yet. over these shon penods, large

volumes and sizes of sediment are nansported. Dunng sedimenr rranspomng events.
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some ofthe panrcles exposed at the bed surlace become buned and, inversely, some

ofthe buned particles become exposed. In other words, the active scouring layer

serves as a dynamic storage body whose components change both their vertical and

horizontal positions over time. Bed morphology, texture and structure are determined

by the sediment dynamics and its interaction with flow characteristics. This paper

examines the dispersion ofbedload particles in gravel-bed rivers using tagged

particles (Hassan et al., 1984). The results can be applied to estimate the dispersion

panem ofbedload and bedload-anached contaminates in gravel bed rivers.

The Data

Data presented in this paper were obtained in various studies (see Hassan and

Church, 1992; Table 1). Figure I presents the location ofthe study rivers. The rivers

cover a wde range ofchannel texture, from gravel-bed and well-armoured perennial

rivers (Harris Creek) to ephemeral sand-bed desert rivers (Arroyo Los de Firjoles). In

addition, the rivers cover a wide range ofchannel morphology and bed texture. In

terms of hydrological regime, the nvers range from flash floods in the desert to

gradually varied snow melt floods.

Sediment Mixing

In all study cases the tagged particles were located at the bed surface and started lrom

a fullv exposed position. Following the first event. some ofthese were found to have
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been buned while others remained exposed on the surface. The next event would bury

some ofthe surface particles and re-expose a portion ofthe buried ones. For example,

of282 tagged particles, 34o/o werc buned and 66% remained exposed on the surface

after the first event (Figure 2). The second event was relativelv large and 63% ofthe

particles were found buried. In summary, figure 2 illustrates the vertical mixing of

sediment in river beds and its influence on the sediment transport.

Burial Depth and Particle size

The relation between burial depth and particle size was examined for several events.

Three typical examples are shown in Figure 3. The figure shows no straightforward

relation; some particles were deeply buried while others of the same size remained

exposed on the bed surface. In general, the data suggest that, in individual events,

mobile panicles are apt to be buried at any depth beneath some envelope that

demonstrates the maxmum likely depth as an inverse function of particle size. In an

ensemble of panicles this distinction disappears over many events.

Figure 4 presents the size distribution of the exposed and buned particles after

individual events. In all cases the size distribution ofthe buried particles was finer

than that olthe exposed ones. Statistical analyses (Kolmogorov-Smimov test was

used; Davis, 1973) indicates that the size distributions ofbuned and exposed pafticles

are statistically different.
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Bunal Depth Distnbution

The bunal depth distribution ofagged panicles rvas examined. Figure 5 presens the

burial depth distnbutron ofmoved panicles onlv. In addition, an exponential model

was applied Io the field data (for more details see Hassan and Church, 1994). ln most

ofthe cases the exponential model provides a satisfactory description of panicle

bunal depth. The above analyses is limited to the moved particles oi-,ir. Ho*.u..,

stationary particles can change their vertical position as a result ofnet scour or net fill

(Hassan, 1990, 1993a). Figure 6 presens the distribution ofburial depth ofall

particles during individual flow events and the overall distribution after a full season

in Camation Creek. The individual events yielded a pafiern similar to that obtained

for the moved particies only. However, a skew-peaked with tendency rorvard

uniformiry was obtained for the full season data of Camation Creek. Ths implies that

after a few events the overall seasonal results tends toward a uniform dismbudon and

üat the exponential model is no longer applicable. A numerical model has been

d.r.top.a to simulate the burial depth d.istnbution lsee Hassan and Church, 1994).

Distance of Movement and Panicle Size

The relation between distance ofmovement and panicle size has been

examined tbr many f]ow eventsl three rypical examples are presented in trgure 7. The

distance of movement varied significantly between events. without anv apparenl

relation wrth panicle size. Tnese results concur w'lth Ein.,.in', ( 1937) tlume

expenments and the field studies ofLeopold et aj. 11966) and others. Horvever. there
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is an envelope over the wldely graded sedimenr offHams Creek, indrcating rhat large

panrcles travel shc;rer distances (Figure 7). Generally, the figure shows that panicles

can move any distance beneath the envelope.

Distribution of Distance of Movement

The distribution olpanicle displacements was examined tbr flood evenrs for

several rivers. Figure 8 shows the observed and fitted distributions for moved

panicles and all parricles (including those which did nor move). The Enisrein-

Hubbell-Sayre (Einstein, i937; Hubbell and Sawe, 19641 SaFe and Hubbell, 1965)

and Gamma models were tested against the field dara. Four of the five cases (figure 8)

indicate that borh models provrde a satistäctorv description ofparticle displacement.

The successful cases derive from simple rainstorm events of small to moderate

magaitude and shon distances of movement, whereas the unsuccessful ones are

associated wrth long, complex snowmelt tlows and major muiu-peak rainstorm events

dunng which panicles ravel long distances. Carnation Creek exhibits a secondary

mode of displacement implying the existence of traps for mobiie panicles after shon

to moderate distance of movemenr. These rap locarions are the channel bars, and

constitute a malor accurlulation of mobile channel bed sediment.

Iniluence of Camel Morpholog,v on Sedimenr Transpon

Figure 9 in presents an example oirhe spatral distribution olrhe ragged parricles in

Nahal Og. Similar results were obtained kom other studies (e.g.. Hassan. 1993b).
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Follorvrng (he first event, whtch rvas a maJor one. about 759'o ofthe recovered

panicles were lound deposited in bars, wrth the remaining 2596 in the thalwee.

Almost half of the panicles rvere found on one major bar located between stations 50

and 1.10. A second group ( 159'ot of panicles rvas found in the bar between stattons 0

and 40.

The second event was relatively small and only minor changes in the distnbunon of

rhe tagged pa(icles were detected. The side bar near stauons 0-60 was panlallv

destroyed (compare points B; figures 9a and 9b). Pan ofthe eroded material rvas

deposited at sration C. During the event. most ofthe activiw was concenrated.in the

main channel where about 630,'o of the particles were transported In companson only

209'o oi the ragged panicles were moved from bars.

Summary

The paper examines the dispersion ofbedload panicles in gravel and sand bed nvers

using tagged particles. Field data show that the longitudinal transpoft of panicles is

largely independent oftheir size. and suongly skewed wrth respect to distance. The

distnbution of distance of movement follows the Enstein-Hubbell-Sayre compound

Poisson model or simple Gamma modei lor smail displacements. The venical

movement is one of bi-directional exchange, in which panicles buned during e grven

event are, in a statistical sense, replaced by other panicles exposed from inside the

active layer dunng the same evenI. A one-dimensional model based on both treld and

theoretical considerations which oredicts vanations in the trequency ofbunal depths

rvas developed. These results can be emploved tbr modeling the dispersion of
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conuminants in fluvral sediment in both arid and humrd envlronmenrs. Tle stochastic

model ol fluvial sediment rranspon be ing developed is also of value in estimating

resewoir sedimenmtion rates.
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lntroduction

The total land area of Egypt is 99,545,000 hectares, of which 96,943,000 hectares
are desert land. Only 3.15o/o of the land surface of Egypt is cultivated, mostly in the
Nile valley and Oelta, and much of this is already cultivated at near maximum levels
of intensity. The Lake Nasser shorelands offer an addition to the cunent Nile delta
land reclamation program. This lake is about 500 km long of which 200 km are in
Sudan, with a maximum storage capaci§ of 168 billion cubic meters and a maximum
surface area of 6000 sq. km. The water of the Lake has covered the whole Nubian
Nile valley and deeply penetrated into the desert through the tributary wadis.
Depending on the quantity of water stored in the reservoir, its shoreline bounds
5 300 to 7 800 km of desert land.

There is, however, a location difficulty, in that areas are at considerable distances
from thb main population centers in the north of Egypt. The absence of good
transportation inhibits exploration of the area; only recently was the road on the
western side of the Lake completed and the road on the eastem side is still under
construction. A further difficulty lies in employing appropriate agricultural
technologies particularly in establishing a suitable inigation system. But the key
problem is that the location of the Lake shore is constantly changing in response to
the balance between Lake inflows and outflows. There is always the danger that the
land in which capital investment was made on any major scale would be either
flooded, or left at a considerable distance from sources of usable water.

At present, there appear to be four main interest groups involved:

The State, represented Oy nswan High Dam Lake Development Authority (AHDLDA)
and, to some extent the Ministry of Agriculture and Govemorate of Asvvan, have
clear interests.

Private capital , is a second interest group. However, there is the problem that
private capital sees the Lake Nasser shorelands as representing a high degree of
investment risk.

Third is the Bedouin group already living close to the shores of the Lake. The
social banier between Bedouins and water was removed when Nubians were
resettled in New Nubia in the Kom Ombo plain north of Aswan. ln response, many
nomadic groups began to alter their pattems of seasonal movement in order to take
advantage of improved grazing opportunities and year-round access to water
(Fahim 1979, Briggs et al. 1993), as well as to grow crops on a limited scale
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(Pulford et ai. 1992). Their former migration pattems were disrupted, and they
began to congregate in more permanent settlements near the Lake shore (White
1988 , Briggs 1991, Belal 1993), threatening to disturb the humar/resource
equilibrium. This is specially serious where the population lives in a marginal
environment.

Fourth, the Nubians who were living in this area before inundation by the Lake have
a great interest in being resettled in their mother land. As a matter of fact their actual
mother land is several meters below the water surface and the new shores serve
only as a nostalgic reminiscence of what their former lands looked like.

There is little doubt that the economic opportunities produced by inundation around
the Lake Nasser shorelands have increased considerably over the last 15 years.
However, several factors have combined to limit the success of reclamation efforts.
These include:
'1) lack of knowledge of the environmental factors affecting the marginai zone,
particularly the duration and extension of the flood, soil types, and ecological
conditions including plant and animal population dynamics,
2) lack of a sustainable and manageable production technology adapted to the
peculiarities of the desert environment;
3) weak post-implementation assistance including extension, training and input
supplies.
Thus, lands which were not fully reclaimed/developed were cultivated, and an
inappropriate deltaic land technology was applied to the desert soil.

Although several studies have been canied out in the Aswan region as a result of
the building of the High Dam, there are still wide gaps in our knowledge about how
harsh desert conditions affect life and economic activity in this hyper-arid
environment. The creation of the High Dam (Nasser) Lake has brought about
unusual conditions of permanent water availability at its shores, yet this favorable
situation remains relatively underexploited (Supreme Councii Report, '1989), wasting
a great potential resource.

Several integrated development schemes can be envisaged for these shores, ln
addition to the Lake shores are the mouths of wadis into which the Lake waters
penetrate and recede according to the rise and fall of water level in the Lake. This
is controlled by incoming flood water on the one hand, and by the draw-down for the
needs of the rest of Egypt, on the other.

The Allaqi Project

Sustainable development of the area around the Lake is a long- term continuous
process which needs specialists of different skills in the natural and social sciences
to assess the nature and suitability of the natural resource base fo1 sustainable
economic development. The Universities in Egypt, as well as in other developing
countries, are involved in some way or another in the development of new
appropriate techniques ( Kishk, 1994).
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The Faculty of Science in Asr/an, a branch of Assiut Universi§, has demonstrated
its commitment to sustainable development. The downstream part of Wadi Allaqi
was selested for implementation of a pilot projest (Wadi AJlaqi Project).

The Allaqi Project began in 1988 as a multi-disciplinary projed involving different
Departments of the Faorlty of Science, in collaboration with the University of
Glasgow in the United Kingdom and the Tuskegee Universis in USA

Research was funded since 1988 by the United Nations Environmental program
(UNEP), ancl this substantial support included resources for seminars, workshops
and training. Researchers from the University of Glasgow provided valuable
scientific input, and the British Council provided considerable assistance for
research visits and training activities both in Glasgow and Asrwan. The Faculty of
Science in Aswan is recognized by UNEP as one of six Centers of Excellence in
Africa for Environmental Education and Training. Tuskegee University, Alabama,
USA participates in the Allaqi Prolect through the Supreme Council of Universities.

Other important connections are shown in the following scheme:
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Aims of the Project include:

The first phase is to assess the present and potential natural resource base as
basis for future development planning in the area. Specifically the objectives are:

1 ) to contribute to scientific knowledge and understanding of the environment
around Lake Nasser,

2) to determine the suitability of Wadi Allagi for sustainable agricultural and
other economic development and for human settlement by:

- assessing the flora, fauna, soil, water ,mineral and energy resources
- establishing an experimental farm and pilot demonstration area
- making a cost-benefit analysis of the development of the area, and preparing

preliminary models for the development of both Wadi Allaqi and Aswan Dam
Lake region as a whole .

The second phase is to propose ways in which these resources can be managed to
allow the careful development of the region, sympathetic to the needs of the
inhabitants, without the over-use of these resources.

ln short the projecls main achievements till present could be summarized as
follows:

1) the creation of a multi-disciplinary intemational team interested and competent
in research related to the severe dry conditions of remote desert areas and
in applying their expertise to broader environmentäl issues;

2) provision of research facilities and infrastructure for local students abroad and
for overseas students in Wadi Allaqi;

3) training at advanced research levels of post{raduate students;

4) Research studies:
- study of factors affecling soil fertili§, soil chemistry in general, and nitrogen

fixation under specific desert conditions;

-study of plant ecology, including plant population dynamics, ecology of
economically important plants, soil seed banks, etc.;

- study of hydrogeology and soil wateq

- study of fauna of Wadi Allaqi (soil vertebrates, insects, birds);

- study of human-resource inter-relationships, and how Bedouin people
perceive, use and manage resources;

5) Establish guidelines and principles for conservation and management of
resources, flora and fauna, and inventory of possibilities for new and
renewable energy.
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8) Creating specialized laboratory on the Faculty campus and a field station in

Wadi Allaqi.

9) The Special Unit of Environmental Studies and Development within Aswan
Branch of Assiut University was designated in 1994 on the basis of Allaqi
Draian+/ I I vJev\.

The research program in the Wadi Allaqi and Lake Nasser area has considerable
implications for similar areas in arid and semi-arid regions where large scale
reservoir impoundment schemes have created a new resource base for shore-line
development.

Management of natural resources in Wadi Allaqi

The ecology of the downstream part of Wadi Allaqi has clearly been affected by
the creation of Lake Nasser and the consequent inundation of an area which had
previously been arid desert.
Monitoring the natural resources and socio-economic system of this area indicates
its considerable economic potential, i.e.:

- The availability of good quality Lake water in this extremely aid environment;
- Occurrence of groundwatec Groundwater is found in the basement complex and

the wadideposds. The Nubia Sandstone in the study area is dry or filled with
a limited amount of groundwater where it is in contact with the Lake. The
potential aquifer in the area is the wadi sediments. Groundwater in the wadi
sednnenfs comes from fwo sources: infiltration of rain and suiace runoff
oiginating from the upstream areas, and infiltration following peiods by the
inundation of Lake in the downstream areas.

- Enrichment of the soil fertility: data on the soil §tudy, and the success of small scale
cropping have shown the tertilig of the sol/ and lfs ability to suppod crop
grovtth in the shoi term.

- Rich vegetetion producing a large biomass within the ecotone sites between lake
and deseft.

- Rich fauna diversity, particularly numerous resident and migratory birds
- The human population, attracted by available resources, comprising at present,

four main groups:

. 1) nomadic tibes people from the sunounding deserf setf/ed close to the
Lake,
2) fishermen on the Lake and
3) farmers cultivating the marginal zone.
4) miners of mining for granite and marble.

The use of these resources is, however, a complicated process due to the high
instability and vulnerability of the ecosystem.

- The large and unpredictable fluctuation of the water level in the Lake has
discouraged any substantial agricultural development. The annual vanations cause
the shoreline to move by a few kilometers, while the long-term fluctuations have
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resulted in changes of the order of tens of kilometers. These altemating periods of
flooding and erposure prevent permanent oltivation of th;;;;g;;l;äJ".

Fig 1. Minimum and madmum water revers of Aswan High Dam Lake curing the 20
years, since formation of the Lake.
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- studies on the soil moisture provide evidence that close to the Lake the soil
moi§lure content is high but periods of land exposure in different y"äis could be
inslrfücient for crops to 

. 
mature for harvesting. ln addition tn" ionj 

"rfo"ur"periods lead to quick decline of the soil moisture and hence to .roi faäure. lt
means that innovative irigation systems should be established for faäing.

Fig. 3, water stored in wadi Allaqi soils at different elevations of the wadi bed.
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- Conceming the soil there is no evidence yet available to confirm long term
sustainability of the soils for crop production, and in particular the supply of
nitrogen and phosphorus. lf these two - acro-nutrients have to be supplied in iarge
amounts, in order to sustain agriculturor production, there would be considerable
risk to the ecosystem, especially the Lake. Thus there is a serious danger of nitrate
concentration in Lake water rising to a level where eutrophication would be possible,
at least in the wadi estuaries.

- Vegetation is rich, however comprising a diversity of species, but of low
palatability for grazing and abundant but poor quali§ fuel wood (Tamarix nilotica).

- The high concentration of birds, especially herbivorous such as the Egyptian
goose, causes great damage to the crops in the fields. Presence of poisonous
animals, including scorpions and vipers, constitutes a serious threat to human
settlements.

Taking into consideration the above mentioned conditions it is clear that
management of natural resources of this marginal zone to meet the criteria for
sustainable development is a very complicated process. yet, the area is highly
coveted by both govemment planners and private investors to solve, at least
partially, the economic problems and to provide work for young people.

This new ecosystem is extremely fragile, and any development will have to be
carefully planned to avoid deleterious processes.

Recommendations for sustainable development of area around Lake Nasser:

Before giving the proposals and recommendations for development of the Lake and
its sunoundings we should always take into consideration that:
" The purpose of building the Aswan High Dam was to form a reservoir so large that
excess water from the Nile's greater flood years could be held in storage for
several years in the future and released under control when required" (Fahim
1981). Thus the Dam was primarily built for water conservation, all other uses
including power generation being of secondary importance.

ln this respect the ecotone with its natural life protects the shoreline of the Lake
forming a buffer zone between desert and Lake. For example the dense Tamarix
growth prevents the invasions of reeds on the lake shores, that could considerably
increase the evotranspiration rate. ln addition Tamarix bushes protect the Lake
from moving sand dunes, especially on its westem side. However, this zone could
become a main source of water pollution through mismanagement as large-scale
agriculture and industry and tourism develop on the marginal zone.

Because of the scarce popularion and harsh climatic conditions there is no danger
of large scale industry developing on the Lake in the near future.
The unpredictable large fluctuations of the water level in the Lake prevent the
large-scale agriculture in the marginal zone. However, there is still a danger in the
number of large scale agricultural experiments in the marginal zone which have led
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to destruction of the protection zone of natural vegetation followed by land
degradation and pollution of the Lake water.

An altemative to the above mentioned uses of the area is the cohservation of the
marg,nal zone and Lake itself which will fulfiil the main purpose of construction of
the Lake. Conservation here is not in conflict with development, but is a
irecondition for sustainable development, which unites the ecological concept of
carrying capacity with the socio/economic concepts of growth and development.
Following recommendations given by the Allaqi research group Wadi Allaqi was
declared a conservation area by Prime Ministe/s Decree in'1989 and a Biosphere
Reserve within UNESCO Man and Biosphere Program in October 1993.

The creation of the conservation area in Wadi Allaqi which is also part of Lake,
makes it possible to emphasize sustainable resource use, matntenance of
ecological processes and conservation of biotic diversity, particularly the
indigenous plants which are of potential economic value (Springuel and Mekki
1994).

Recommendations for uses of natural resources and sustainable development of
the marginal zone have been given in a number of publications ( Briggs 1991 , Belal
1993, Pulford at al '1992, Briggs at al 1993, Springuel 1994 ). All authors agree
that integrated development schemes should not comprise large-scale agriculture
or industry. Better practice would be agroforestry, animal husbandry, tourism,
etc., but in a harmonious, environmentally sound and socially acceptable
manner, which would benefit the local population.

It is important to point out that a new ecotone has been formed in an area where
traditional pastoral livelihood systems have been conducted since remote history.
The local populations are nomads who have sensible ideas about environmental
management They understand the need to balance stock numbers with the
conditions of the range resource. There is no need to introduce modem concepts
when local effective equivalents already exist. Rather, non-local elements, both
technological and managerial, might at best be used as supplements to, instead of
replacements for, indigenous practices.

The traditional pastoral nomadic structure works surcessfully in drylands without
significant environmental disruption. lt is able to do so because pastoral nomadism
is roughly in balance with the ecological rhythm of its environment.
(a) The traditional pastoral livelihood system, which is well adapted to pulsating
and variable conditions of the marganal zone and surrounding drylands, should be
promoted.
(b) Nomads should be informed on incidents of rainfall and hence grazing
potentialities as well as to provide information on location of grazing for camel.
(c) Rangeland management should include seeding in places where soii moisture is
sufficient for plant growth, culrivating deeply rooted highly palatable indigenous
trees and shrubs which could be self-sustaining and constructing fences to prevent
overgrazing and develop wildlife habitats.
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The development of plantations as an aitemative to the exploitation of wild stocks
has been proposed forfuel wood, building material and medicinai plants. Measures
must be taken for the cultivation of economically important plants in ecologically
suitable habitats in order to increase the productivi§ of the natural vegetation so as
to meet human needs

As an altemative to large-scale cultivation, small scale cultivation can be
recommended in the marginal zone by the local nomads who have semi-settled in

Wadi Allaqi and on the shores of the Lake. Since the sowing{o-harvest period is
rapid, given the prevailing climate, croPs can be successfully produced in the short
period of time, that is provided by the annual Lake level movements, thereby
minimizing the risk of losing the crop either by inundation or by drought. Plots,

being relatively small, are easily prepared and their location can be changed on
year{o-year basis, relative to Lake water movements. lrrigation water can be
provided from wells. The production of water from wells is possible but the yield
depends on the relative situations of the well location, i.e., recently inundated by

the Lake, inundated some time ago, inundated long ago or never inundated. Even
at the most favourable situation, that is a recently inundated location, well output is

relatively low and the areas that can be inigated are small. Future wells should
therefore be for domestic use only.

Groundwater exploration and hence the agriculture outside the influence of the
Lake is not recommended, since well output will be low, and the high sulphate
concentrations could be a threat for consumption.

Proposed collaboration for future interdisciplinary studies projects

Proposed collaboration for sustainable development, land use and conservation of
natural resources could fulfilled in the following subjects:

- Rangeland and livestock management
Expected benefits would be: 1. remvery of vegetation cover over a vast region, thus
reducing erosion, air and water pollution, 2.- more balanced and sustainable
livestock industry, 3 - better social and economic equi§ for those using these vast
area.

- Economic forestry ( cultivation of economically important indigenous desert plants
as Ag3glg and EIOi!§) which would complement the pastoral system. This would
consider environmental degradation problems that could be ameliorated by
afforestation in arid lands.

For the cultivation of the indigenous trees in the downstream part of the Wadi the
study of soiuplant water relationships is required in order to establish appropriate
inigation methodology. Research to adapt new technologies to the local
environment is necessary to fully exploit productivity potentials. Work has already
begun in Wadi Allaqi where the indigenous trees Balanites aeovptiaca and AgAsie
trees are cultivated in the experimental plot and water requirements are regularly
monitored.
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- cultivation of medicinal plants and novel uses of plants as altematives to crop
produclion.

- Germplasm for Arid Lands , establish and manage rn-srtu and ex-sifu conservation
of genetic diversity of economically important plants for arid lands. study of the
economic value of indlgenous plants in Wadi Allaqi basin reveals that more than B0
percent are used by the nomads in Wadi Allaqi or are of potential use and around
40 percent are plants with multi-purpose uses (Springuel 1994 ).

Attention should be given to the use of nitrogen fixing plants, and potential of
nitrogen micro-fixing organisms ( ex. treatment of seeds with the proper bacterium ) ,

as a way of improving soil fertility. An experiment on one nitrogen fixing plant
(Lablab ourourens ) has already been conducted in Allaqi Project and this plant
has been recommended for cultivation in the downstream part of the Wadi.
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,SUSTAINABLE IÄND-ASE IN THE ANID NEAR.HST"

TIIE PALESTINUN INTEREST IN IOTNT SCIENTIFTC PRO]ECTS

COMBATING LAND DEGRADATION* INWEST BANK

Dr. Othman Sharkas
Birzcit Aniversity

Department of G eograp hy

The main problems due to the difficulty in obtaining funds and there are
no basic information end data on Soils, vegetation and human activities in West
Bank Unfortunately no concrete Projects and suh.projects wcre proposed by
dilferent and various disciplines in West Benlc

I would like to suggest the most importart projects in West Bank
There are :

Combating land degradation in West Benk

Public Education Campaign for land degradation Conrol iu West Bank

Management of Grazing Resource itr West Bank or
Rehabilitation of severally degreded range lands and forest lands in West
Bank

4) Management of Water Resources in West Bank or. 
Applicatioo of water Ernesting in \test Ban}.

It seems to be these Projects are vcry important and urgently needed in
West Benk, be cause we are facing increasing pressures on our cnvironDenl Soil
crosion, loss of Productive top soil and consequetrt land degradation, as well as

evailability and quali§ of fresh water resources thresten food production in
many arers in West Bank, while the Iluctuation of precipitation and other
physical re-ason may ptay a role, thc Prescnt environmetrt is largely r result of the
iqteractions between man, netural resources and technolosr in the Socio-
economic and cultural development process.

' b 1992 the United Nations Conference on Environment aod developmetrt
(IINCED) in Rio de Janeiro urodified the definition rs follows:
"Desertification is land degradation in arid, Semi-arid and dry subhumid areas
resulting from various factors, including climatic variations and human
activities" (UNEP, 1992)

l)

2)

3)



a)
b)
c)
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The author believe that the land degradation is a human problem and
should, thcrefore, be a focal point for social science, it has, so far, been defined
and eramined mainly by natural scientists.

Technical Guidelines for monitoring land degradation in West Bank

It is of great importance that Combating land degradation Project should
adopt a comprehcnsive approach to land use. The work Strlt.S/ for th€
management of such a small area (5500km2) of scmi avrd and sutshumid land
should take the following basic from:

Defining Problems and obj ectives and work procedure.
Making an inventory of Physicd and human resources.
Devising and applying a flerible system for monitoring environmenta!
change.

d) Planning and implementing measures of land-use control and ecological
rehabilitation.

DEHNING PROBLEMS AIID OBJECTTYES :

The success or failure of combating land degradation measures depends
on r proper understanding of the Problem and the clear formulation of
rppropriate objcctives. The urgency ofthe problem of ecological deterioration is

amply by deferent disciplines e.g, : Land degradation includes SoiI deterioration
& crosion, vegetation degradetion, degrecs the potential land use etc. and we
must oerv th€ process oflaud degradation.

The main objectives are:
# To protect the soil against erosion in mountri[ous areas
# To improve the soil by conserratioo and afforestation
# Rehabilitate saline soils in the irigation Iands in Jericho
# Rehabilitate the Teraccvrs_d to buildup a new terraces in mountainous

lreas in order to help thei{armen in West BanL
This project will be taken five yean with prectical work-plan chart

It reems to bc thc process of land degradation quite importatrt in order to
monitor land degradation and environmental degradation of semi arid and suE
hümid rcgions in gcneral, It is important to Eake a qualitative and, as far as

possible, r quantitrtive asscssment of all thc natural rnd humao conditioas
preceding land dcgradation, its dillerent phases atrd the resulting forms of
ecological degradation, and tbe social and economic problems involved.

INVENTORY OF TIIE NATURAL AND HUMAN RESOURCES:

In order to monitor land degradation successfully and plan regeneration
projects which are both elfective and eppropriate to thc environment, it is

important to possess reliable data on arel concerned. For planning purpo§es' this
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inventory should be summerized and shown in various maps giving the relevant
natura.l and human resources. These maps should the foltowing themes:

# land classification by ecologicd units
# Present land use

/ # population, settlement and inlrastructure

As tüe available topographic mlps at th€ scale ofl:10000 or I:25000 are partly
incomplete rnd old assess human resources properly, field work is necessary in
West Bank

MOMTORING PIIYSICAL INDICATORS OF LAND DEGRADATION

1) Monitoritrgclimaticindicators.
Collecting and interpreting relevant climatic data is onc of first steps

towards monitoring the climatic changes,
2) Monitoring botanic indicators:

Monitoring the degradation of the vegetrtiotr cover by Braun-Bladuq,ret
methods in dilferent land use (forest, Grazing latrds, cultivrti-:r, lan,l).

. e.g. Plant cover densities, increase or degrease palata\lr & urp::iatable
spdcies as well as invader plants aad clearing for cultivation.

3) Monitoring indicators of soil degradatioa:
Salinity, allcalinizatian, degrease ofsoil moisture, loss of to;rsoil, degrease
organic metter etc.

MONITORING SOCIAL INDICATORS:

Monitoring snthropogenic land degradation indicators is much more
dillicult than monitoring physical indicaton. The reason lies in the fact that the
latter have a more direct effect, while the social consequetrces are ildirecL
We can Eake the basic maps of land use in Wcst Bank in different scales
l:100,000 or l:50000 depends on the purpose ofthe projcct.

The following phenomena are especially suitable for monitoring land degradation

' lack of food and foddcr in treditionally s.lmcient rreas

^ population degrease in rural areas .

' inflation of towns in west bank ,.. etc.
i immigration increased from villages to cities and abroad.
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COMBATING LA}ID DECRADATION BY EDUCATIONAL IVIEASIIRES:

In order to combat land degradation effectively, education should bc
directed to the problem of arid land management and ofthe deterioration of
natural resources as a result of land misuse, such public education should be
conducted at all lcvels from the primary to the adulL
In addition to chssroom teaching, the following possibilities of informal
cducatiot. It is dso the commuDications importatrt such rs radios, TV, News
papers (press), Mosques, Churches.

Finally devising pedagogic units oa arid and semi arid & sub-Humid
cnviroment for Palestinians terchen at different levels.

LAND DEGRADATION POSTER:

It seems to bc the cducation is the most powerful weapon agaitrst land
degradation in both Wcst banlq no effort should be spresd to develop
educational units and audio'visual mcans of teaching both children end adults
the causes and consequences ofland degradatiou with thc aim of changing their
attitude towards natural resources and convincing them that such rcsources
should be allowed constantly to rcnew thcEselves.

FinaIIy, we need various trainiag programs in order to creste awareness
of the threat of laud degradation and to enhance the capabilities of devcloping
areas in West Bank to deal with it in order to ensure sustairable land-use
development.

l{ork-plan Chart

Locafion:
Duration:

West Bank
Five years

Erecuting rgency: Birueit University and other partner in EEC
Specification of the equipmcnt's: Expendable (from West Benk Univenities)

Non-expendable (from thc donaton)
Obj ectives : Short-term & long-term obj ectives
StaII: From Birzcit University, An-najah Uuiversity & Bethlehem University

and stelf from.the donors Univenities or Institutions
Funds: From the donors EEC
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An outline of proposals for participation of the

Arid Ecosystems Research Centre in regional joint
ecosystem/environmenlal research

by

S. M. Berkowicz' & Dan Cohen-.

. Administrator, Arid Ecosystem Flesearch Centre, The Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, lsrael 91904

..Director, Arid Ecosystem Research Centre, and Dept. of
Evolution, Systematics and Ecology, The Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, lsrael 91904

1. lntro d u ct io n

The Arid Ecosystems Research Centre (AERC) was established in
1987 with the joint assistance of ths German Minerva Society,
Munich, and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. ln order to
increase our knowledge of the structure and functibn of arid
areas and in view of the on-going threat of environmental
degradation in such regions, both organizations thought it best to
combine their expertise and enable lsraeli and German scientists
to carry out field research in lsrael's Negev desert.

Coordinated studies normally provide the best opportunity to
understand arid ecosystems. Due to the interaction between
climate, soils, plants, animals, and hydrology, there is a need to
make long-term observations of these variables in order to detect
subtle linkages and relationships. Accordingly, permanent
stations are required to serve as focal points for research
activities.

The Negev desert of lsrael is an ideai region to carry out such
work. lt contains several different desert ecosystems separated
by only a few ten's of km. Thls heterodeneity is complemented by
a sharp north-south annual raintall gradient (from 300 mm to 25
mm, respectively) as well as sharp dillerences in elevation (1000
m a.s.l. in the Negev Highlands to -400 m at the Dead Sea).

The Arab nations in the region are aFo characterized by arid to
Mediterranean ecosystems. They are equally prone to land use
pressures brought about by both limited rainfall and water
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sources, agricultural requirements, and by overgrazing. The on-
going Middle East peace process has now raised the possibility of
joint lsraeli/Arab research in the field of arid land ecosystems.
Certainly such cooperation is needed if we are to better satisfy
the scientific input necessary tor sustainable development in the
Middle East.

ln this paper, we summarize the research activities of the AERC
and discuss some possibilities f or joint scientif ic cooperation
with Egyptian, Jordanian, and Palestinian research organizations.
More information on the AERC can be found in Berkowicz et al.
(1995) and references to published works are contained therein.
For those interested in an overall background to the Negev desert,
the book by Evenari et al. (1982) is recommended.

2. AERC research approach

The AERC has a multidisciplinary approach to the study of arid
and semi-arid regions. ln order to integrate both abiotic
(climatology, hydrology, pedology, geomorphology) and biotic
aspects (ecology, botany, physiology, zoology, microbiology), as
well as feedback mechanisms, several experimental sites were
established in the Negev desert to serve as long-term research
stations. The stations were established in representative sandy,
rocky and loess ecosystems in order to develop our overall
understanding of the desert environment.

The variables under study include :

Soils - morphology, genesis, ecology, soil moisture, salinity,
permeability, soil erosion and deposition

Climate - temperature, rainfall, efiective rainfall, rainfall
intensity, wind speeds and wind regime

Hydrology - runoff, rainfall-runoff relationships, spatial
variability of runoff along slopes, water harvesting

Plant ecology - seed production and dispersal, germination,
establishment, survival, growth, flowering, pollination, and
competition

Microbiology - surface crusts, organic matter decomposition,
and nutrient cycling

Animal ecology and behaviour - foraging strategies, habitat
selection and preference

Resources - The availability and predictability of resources
(water, nutrients, etc) and spatial heterogeneity of these
reso u rces
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AERC experimental research sites

The AERC experimental stations consists of four sites (Fig. 1,
Table '1) 

:

a) Sede Boqer

The Sede Boqer experimental hilly watershed has an average
annual rainfall of about 100 mm. lt is characterized by a
considerable proportion of bare limestone rock with limited loess
soil cover, but with relatively deep solls in the wadis
lnstrumentation for the measurement of the spatial and tempdral
variability of rainfall, wind regime, hillslope and channel runoff,
and soil erosion are available. Biological aspects that have so far
been studied include the spatial and temporal variability in
biomass production and the effects of burrowing animals on soil
erosion and soil properties. Porcupines, snails, and isopod
activity have also been studied here. Runoff concentration
techniques have been applied to the hillslopes in order to test the
possibilities and potential for tree-planting.

b) Avdat Farm

The Avdat site, originally established in the 1950's (Evenari et
al., 1983), is based on the very successful use of water-
harvesting of hillslope runoff for agricultural purposes. Average
annual rainfall is 88 mm. The farm is now jointly run by the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the Ben-Gurion University of
the Negev. The AERC is interested in research projects
investigating the relationships between local rainfall and runoff.

c) Nizzana

This station was established in a sandy area composed of
longitudinal dunes having relatively well-preserved natural
vegetation. Average annual rainfall is approximately 100 mm.
The site is equipped with instruments for the measurement of
temperature, wind, rainfall, soil moisture, runoff and sediment
removal, and dust fallout. A 15 m mast has been installed with
propeller anemometers available at heights of 4,8, 11 and 15 m.
The response of the flora and fauna to precipitation, sand crust
and sand movement, and to soil moisture and salinity is an
integral part of the research.
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Average annual precipitation (mm) map as prepared

the lsrael Meteorological Service in 1990 ; shading

increments of 200 mm. AERC research stations
consist of Nizzana, Sede Boqer, Avdat and Hatzeva'

by
in

Figure 1 :
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Table 1 : Summary table of AERC experimental stations (from
Berkowicz et al, 1995).
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d) Hatzeva

This station is located in the southern part of the Dead Sea ritt
valley in an area having gravely surfaces overlying fine-grained
material. Average annual rainfall is 50 mm and as such the area
is classified as extreme desert. The station has been used to
study annual vegetation along channels of different stream orders
and to assess the response of annual vegetation to sparse rain
storms.

4. Suggestions lor joint regional arid ecosystems
research

The combination of population growth and extremely limited
regional water resources are now forcing all parties in the Middle
East to examine their present use of water and land. ln light of
the pressures being exerted for agricultural, urban, and industrial
requirements, ongoing reassessments of national planning, land
and water use policies, and conservation activities are being
carried out. Compounding the situation is the question of climate
change. ln the Middle East, a sustained shift northwards of
precipitation isohyets of even a few tens of km can be
problematic in terms of water resources.

Accordingly, the AERC believes that there are several
possibilities for regional cooperation. Apart from joint projects
related to the various topics mentioned in Section 2, the
following items are highlighted here :

4.1) workshoos
Scientists in the region need to be made aware of each others'
research accomplishments, capabilities, and limitations. This
can be achieved through workshops which would include visits to
research and experimental sites/stations. The workshops would
provide the opportunity to prepare an "inventory" of relevant
past and current research, and identify research priorities.

4.2) regional research network
Creating a network of study sites to analyse and monitor soil-
hydrology-biosphere-atmosphere interactions is necessary for
any regional research. ln addition to ecosystem dynamics and
processes, the data would be available for studies on land
degradation and climate change research. The AERC's existing
research stations could be usefully linked to others in the region.
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4.3'| database
It is clear that some form of joint database should be developed
between the research groups. A database directory could list all
the available information for research sites including background
history and description, experimental setup, and period of record
and data processing. Climatological data such as precipitation,
rainfall intensity, air temperature and humidity can easily be
exchanged in addition to basic soil and geological descriptions.
Plant information such as species diversity and vegetation cover
would be useful.

Anthropogenic activities in arid and semiarid regions have
normally brought with it considerable surface disturbances. As
the population increases in a limited land area, land use
pressures become more intense and often lead to severe land
degradation such as overgrazing, clearing of woody vegetation for
f irewood, cultivation of marginal areas, and use of poor-guality
water. Even tourism and recreation have created a need to
determine the carrying capacity of such activities. New roads
have led to better accessibility.

It is also becoming evident that as areas having a more
Mediterranean climate are converted to agricultural, urban, and
industrial land uses, rising land prices and settlement policies
will likely steer people in the direction of semi-arid and arid
reg ions.

A network of cooperating regional research stations would permit
the systematic study of land degradation. One particular area of
interest is the Egyptian/lsraeli border near Nizzana where both
restricted and farming/grazing activities occur.

Ecological processes of plants in arid ecosystems are determined
largely by the temporal and spatial distribution of soil moisture
and suriace c h a racteristics. ln many arid ecosystems, plant
growth occurs mainly in patchy sites where water is
concentrated by local runoff. Modeling the distribution of runoff
and plant growth accordingly requires the integration of rainfall
and runoff over a wide range of temporal and spatial scales.

Differential radiometry at the red wavelength (600-680 nm) and
the Near lnfrared wavelength (730-880 nm) represents the
amount of light absorbed by chlorophyll in green leaves, and is a
indication of their biomass. Such methods have been used
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effectively for measuring the regional and seasonal changes in
green plant cover over large areas. Existing remote sensing
methc::s of changes in green plant biomass can provide a spatial
resolution of 0.2 m.

Research, modeling, and predictions in ecosystems can be applied
to large areas only by measuring and analysing large amounts of
detailed spatial and temporal information about changes in plant
cover and surface characteristics ; such data can be obtained by
satellite and aerial remote sensing. GIS can provide the means of
integrating data from different sources, such as maps and aerial
photographs, into a common database as well the ability to
analyze relationships between data sets.

Joint regional cooperation is needed for the efficient gathering,
timely collection, and analyses of remotely-sensed data for the
region. Although satellite data may be costly, local aerial
photography is relatively inexpensive, and in some cases the data
is already available.

5. Concluding comments

This short paper has briefly outlined the research activities of
the AERC as well as pointed to several areas where joint and
coordinated regional research could be fruitful. ln light of the on-
going peace process, the study of desert ecosystems is perhaps
one of the few "non-controversial" subjects where all parties can
benefit through cooperation. We would be glad to receive inquiries
from interested individuals and organizations in the Middle East.
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--- Scientific Topics  --- 

List of key-words for possible preproposals for future joint 
ecological and environmental research in the arid Near-East.

 
person responsible for collecting data and preparation of short preproposal underlined. 

 

1 - Combating Land Degradation 

e.g.  Education 
Nature Conservation (species, vegetation, habitats) 
Control of pollution or overuse 
.......... 
Othman Sharkas, Christ. Wissel, Avi Perevolotsky, NN 
 

 

2 - Information Exchange and data-bases 

e.g.  Nature Conservation 
Forest Resources 
Professional training 
Research Groups and Projects 
......... 
Linda Whittaker, Sumaya Ferhat-Naser, Maik Veste, NN 
 
 

3 - Grazing 

e.g.  Regulation of grazing (desertification) 
High yield plants (supplements) 
Nitrogen limitations (C/N-ratio) 
.......... 
Raouf Moustafa, Avi Perevolotsky, Maik Veste, Christ. Wissel, NN 
 
 

4 - Livestock for Meat and Milk 

e.g.  Livestock management 
Livestock improvement 
.......... 
Irina Springuel, Uri Shani, NN 
 

5 - Biodiversity 

e.g.  α-, ß-diversity 

Hot spots of endemism 
Minimizing human interference 
Improvement of the local germplasm (positive/negative selection) 
.......... 
Kamal Batanouny, Dan Cohen, Siegmar Breckle, NN 
 p.76 



 
 
 

6 - Soils and Water 

e.g.  Water Capture (dam construction) 
Ground water recharge 
Catchment area / area for production 
Soil dynamics (natural, anthropogenic) 
.......... 
Peter Felix-Hennigsen, Simon Berkowicz, Marwan Hassan, Hannoch Lavee, Ahmad Hammad, Awni 

Taimeh, NN 
 
 

7 - Water and Irrigation 

e.g.  Efficient use (optimization of use) 
Low cost fertigation systems 
Prevention of salinization 
excessive irrigation 
application in model agriculture systems 
........... 
Uri Shani, Yoav Waisel, Irina Springuel, Reinhard Bornkamm, NN 
 
 

8  - Eco-Tourism 

e.g.  Nature Reserves 
National Parks 
Hiking effects 
Environmental impact balance 
........... 
Irina Springuel, Raouf Moustafa, Kamal Batanouny, Linda Olsvig-Whittaker, NN 
 
 

9 - Remote Sensing, GIS 

e.g.  Aerial photographs 
Scanning 
Multispectral images 
Radar use digitized maps 
........... 
Dan Cohen, Christ. Wissel, Amram Eshel, NN 
 
 

10 - Modelling 

e.g.  Specific ecosystem processes 
Databases 
Simulation models 
Anthropogenic effects 
.......... 
Christ. Wissel, Dan Cohen, Maik Veste, NN  
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Acknowledgements and Additional Remarks 

 

This workshop was unique in many ways. The idea to organize it came in 

late summer 1994. The Ministry of Research and Technology of the Federal 

Republic of Germany (BMFT, now BMBF) was willing to finance this 

effort. So the participation list had to be established more or less at once. It 

happened that we were then asked from some of the intended participants: 

"Should it be Nov. 1994 or 1995? Did you not make a typing error?"  Well, 

so the decision to organize the meeting was a matter of minutes, instead of 

weeks, to formulate the programme a matter of hours instead of months, and 

the organization was a matter of weeks, instead of years. 

 We intended to invite Palestinian and Israeli scientists from many 

different kind of natural and applied sciences, and in addition to have some 

scientists from Egypt and from Jordan. We were not totally successful, since 

some people didn't get their visa in time or got stuck in Amman, but we were 

able to replace somebody even the last two days before the workshop 

started. 

 The subject "Sustainable Land-use in the arid Near East", however, is 

a challenging subject not only in the Middle East, but in many other areas 

of the globe, since about 60% of the land-surface can be termed arid in the 

hydrological sense. It needs special care in using water for irrigation 

systems, management in grazing procedures, in agriculture and forestry. 

From the beginning it was obvious that only some examples of the many 

problems could be talked about in this meeting. It was also obvious that 

these examples will be brought in by the people who had been willing and 

able to join this last-minute invitation.  

 We have to thank many people and institutions who helped to make 

this workshop successful. First, the BMBF, who financed the expenses, 

then, the University of Bielefeld, especially the ZiF (center for Interdisci-

plinary Research) to host the workshop.  Frau Irmingard Meier as well as 

some students from the Department of Ecology were very helpful in solving 

the suddenly arising problems. The students Ute Sartorius and Anke 

Stratmann did much of the preparing work, letters, faxes, and telephone calls 

in the first phase, though they were afraid not to get paid in time. Maik Veste 

was everywhere, he had made some contacts in Israel and in Germany and 

other parts of the world, and thus was a big help. The "Mövenpick"-Hotel in 

Bielefeld should be mentioned, too; they were very friendly and patient with 

all the extra wishes of the foreigners. 

 There were several goals to achieve:  We were sure that only discus-

sing some scientific topics from the different view-points would enhance 

communication for better understanding each other in the future, though or 

because of some really severe discussions. But we hoped that in addition it 

would be possible to formulate some scientific fields and kew-words, where 

future joint efforts could bring together working groups for interdisciplinary  
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research projects.  

 Some months after the workshop it is clear that both these goals had 

been achieved. The participants are still in contact with each other, mainly 

by the modern means of fast communication (Fax and e-mail ─ without 

these, all the rapid organization would not have been possible). There is now 

communication between the nature conservation authorities from Jerusalem 

and the West Bank, there is communication between Egyptian scientists and 

those from Israel, there are preliminary research proposals on the way, 

where e.g. the water use efficiency on various scales (single leaves, whole 

plants, entire fields, natural ecosystems) will be studied - water, which is the 

main issue in an arid area, with all the other problems adhering to that: 

salinity, plant nutrition, soil compaction, over-grazing and segetalization, 

forest-fire etc. 

 This meeting was successful. We have to thank all participants for 

their good cooperation. 

 

 

S W Breckle 
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